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Property Owner / Investor 

Stamp duty snafu 

This month, the government published a consultation on its proposed Stamp Duty Land 

Tax (SDLT) surcharge on purchases of residential property in England by non-residents. 

The prime minister announced her intention to introduce this surcharge – at a rate of 

3% – in her speech to the Conservative Party conference back in September 2018. 

However, in his Autumn Budget the Chancellor of the Exchequer indicated the rate would 

in fact be 1%, and that is the proposal in this consultation. If enacted into law, the 

proposed surcharge will effectively add 1% to all existing SDLT rates where the 

purchaser, firstly, is not resident anywhere in the UK, and, secondly, buys residential 

property in England or Northern Ireland. An individual resident in Scotland, for example, 

will not be subject to the surcharge, nor will a non-resident purchaser of commercial 

property. 

 

Investor / Estate Planner / Business Owner 

HMRC cracks down on overseas ‘tax avoiders’ 

As part of its crackdown on 'Google tax' avoiders, HMRC has introduced the profit 

diversion compliance facility (PDCF), forcing UK taxpayers to choose between voluntary 

disclosure or be investigated over their transfer pricing arrangements. The new facility is 

designed to encourage groups with arrangements that might fall within the scope of the 

diverted profits tax to review both the design and implementation of their transfer 

pricing policies, amend them if necessary, and then use the facility to submit a report 

with proposals to pay any additional tax, interest, and potentially any penalties due. 

HMRC suspects many multinationals are wrongly diverting UK profits to overseas 

subsidiaries, where they are taxed at lower rates or not at all, despite the introduction in 

2015 of a "diverted profits tax"— dubbed the 'Google tax' — that was meant to dissuade 

them. 

  



 

 

 

Investor / Business Owner 

Record in global dividends 

Despite a more challenging fourth quarter which saw equity markets plummet, global 

dividends rose by almost 10% in headline terms during 2018, with the Janus Henderson 

Global Dividend Index ending the year at a new record of 187.3. This means the world's 

companies paid their shareholders a staggering $638bn more in 2018 than in 2009, 

when the index was launched. On a core growth basis, the 2018 figure was equivalent to 

an increase of 8.5%, which is the best performance seen since 2015, and above the 

long-term trend of 5%-7%. Almost nine in ten companies around the world raised their 

pay-outs or held them steady during the period. Emerging markets, Japan and North 

America performed strongly, though Europe lagged behind, while 13 countries delivered 

record pay-outs, including Japan, the US, Canada, Germany and Russia. European 

dividends however, rose more slowly, up 5.4% on an underlying basis. They were held 

back by slow growth in Switzerland and a big cut from Anheuser Busch in Belgium. 

Nonetheless, 90% of European companies increased their dividends with strong 

performance from Germany, France and Spain. Headline growth benefited strongly from 

positive exchange-rate effects earlier in the year. Looking at the year ahead, most 

commentators believe dividend growth is expected to be more in line with the long-term 

trend. Corporate profit expectations have fallen as global economic forecasts have been 

revised down, although most observers still expect companies to deliver positive 

earnings growth in 2019. Dividends, after all, are much less volatile than earnings. 

 

All 

Thousands hit with tax avoidance bills 

The Guardian reports that thousands of employees including IT and NHS workers across 

the UK are receiving “staggering bills” from the HMRC relating to its Loan Charge. The 

Loan Charge, first announced in 2016, is set to target those who used so-called 

disguised remuneration schemes to avoid tax as far back as 1999. It is slated to come 

into force in April 2019 and will aim to recover losses from the arrangements as 

contractors have to either settle their tax affairs or face penalties. 

However, a leading tax barrister Keith Gordon, of Temple Tax Chambers, has written to 

the Financial Secretary to the Treasury Mel Stride, warning of the legislation’s 

inconsistency with legal principles, and of HMRC’s failures which have led to its creation.  

In his letter to Stride Gordon comments: ‘Contrary to the present wishes of over 100 

non-Government MPs, the Loan Charge legislation was enacted so as to drive a coach 

and horses through any concept of fairness and balance.’ Elsewhere he adds: ‘It is my 

view that no-one can safely rely on the veracity or accuracy of any statement uttered by 

HMRC on the mere basis that the statement is being made by a public servant.’ Gordon 

concludes by urging Government, in its review of the Loan Charge, to engage with 

independent sources of policy advice beyond HMRC, many of whom have called for the 

legislation’s retrospective aspect to be withdrawn. 



 

 

 

Estate Planner 

More stealth taxes on the cards 

MPs who rubber-stamped a huge increase in probate fees have been accused of 

imposing a “death tax” on bereaved families by stealth, forcing families to pay up to 

£6,000 when a loved one dies. The controversial price hikes, that will see almost 

300,000 families a year face larger probate bills from April, avoided full parliamentary 

scrutiny thanks to a loophole. Members of the delegated legislation committee agreed 

with the Ministry of Justice’s view that the mandatory probate charge was a fee for the 

provision of services rather than a tax. A tax rise would have to be included in the 

Finance Bill and debated and voted on in Parliament, but fee increase does not have to 

go before the Commons. 

 

All 

Where there’s a will, there’s a way 

A quarter (24%) would dispute the wishes of a loved one by going to court to challenge 

the bequests in their will if they disagreed with the division of their estate, Direct Line 

Life Insurance has found. Research amongst family law professionals found the most 

common reason for contesting a will in the UK is on the grounds of ‘undue influence’, 

where the deceased was forced to sign a will or unreasonable pressure was placed upon 

them. However, contesting wills on the grounds of ‘undue influence’ are the least 

successful petitions, as the burden of proof is high, and it falls on the person challenging 

the will to prove undue influence. Other successful grounds for contesting wills are 

highlighted as ‘testamentary capacity,’ where the mental and legal ability of a person to 

make or alter their will is challenged. The third most successful grounds are for 

‘rectification and construction’ claims, if a clerical error was made in the drafting of the 

will or the person drafting it failed to reflect the intentions of the testator. 

  



 

 

 

Investor 

Credit market fearful of global recession 

The risk of a global recession has surged to the top of the worry list for credit investors 

even as they push down their cash balances to snap up new-year issuance, according to 

Bank of America Merrill Lynch’s latest survey of European money managers. Almost 30% 

of respondents to the bank’s poll cited a worldwide economic slump as their largest 

concern, the strongest consensus for any single risk since June 2017. No one cited rising 

bond yields or higher inflation as their top worry, while only 2% said it was Brexit. 

European investors have been piling into credit so far this year, adding corporate 

hybrids, insurance and subordinated bank debt alongside defensive positions in utilities, 

according to BAML. That’s pushed cash allocations down to 3.5% and left a majority of 

investment-grade money managers feeling that spreads are too tight. Investors are also 

sceptical that another round of cheap central bank funding for European lenders from 

the ECB will provide much of a boost -- they believe the policy has been so well signalled 

that it’s now priced in. Even so, almost a quarter of respondents expect tighter senior 

bank spreads as a result. 

 

All 

Rise of the ‘stay at home’ generation 

A million more young adults in the UK are living with their parents than were two 

decades ago, research suggests. A quarter of 20 to 34-year-olds do so, the study, by 

think tank Civitas, says.  

Since 1998, this has risen by 41% in London, where housing is most expensive, but by 

much less in cheaper areas like north-east England (14%) and Yorkshire and the 

Humber (17%). And for 23-year-olds across the UK, the proportion living with parents 

has risen from 37% in 1998 to 49% in 2017. 

Commentators have observed that as owner-occupation and social housing have each 

become more difficult to enter, hundreds of thousands of young adults have taken one 

look at the high rents in the private rented sector and decided to stay with their parents 

a bit longer instead. As such it is becoming more important that the government take 

this into account when forecasting future housing need. 

  



 

 

 

Saver / Investor / Retired 

Pension scammers still at large 

The regulator has worked with other government agencies on Project Bloom, set up to 

tackle pension scams. Project Bloom has identified a number of gangs with close family 

ties targeting pension savers. A number of criminal investigations into these family 

gangs are underway between TPR, government agencies and the police. It says a 

number of cases are ongoing. The common theme appears to be family ties among the 

conspirators, with relatives benefiting from the scam. TPR says it has evidence of 

criminal behaviour worth tens of millions of pounds, involving siblings, married couples, 

parents and their adult children. TPR says in some instances the criminal families hire 

rogue financial experts with specialist pension knowledge, including accountants, 

advisers and trustees, to manage big scams for them. The TPR are keen to point out the 

role trustees and administrators play in preventing members from falling victim to scams 

by identifying suspicious requests early - the better they are at spotting the signs of a 

scam, the quicker members can be warned and TPR can investigate. 

 

Saver / Investor / Retired 

Over 55s caught by pensions tax trap 

The money purchase annual allowance (MPAA) has caught almost one million over-55s, 

who must now live with a permanent reduction to the amount they can put into their 

pension tax free. Data from HM Revenue & Customs has revealed 980,000 over-55s who 

used the pension freedoms between 2015 and2019 have been caught by the MPAA, The 

Financial Times reports. As a result, their annual allowance has been cut from £40,000 

to £4,000. The figures were released following a freedom of information request by Just 

Group. Speaking to the paper, Just Group director Stephen Lowe called on the regulator 

to ensure people are able to receive independent and impartial guidance to prevent 

people from making uninformed, irrevocable choices that can cause harm. The MPAA 

was set at £10,000 in April 2015, when the freedoms first came into force. However, this 

was cut to £4,000 by Chancellor Philip Hammond in 2017. 
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